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Bulls, Hawks both wary of pesky ‘ifs’  
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Wouldn’t it be a low-down, dirty shame if the Bulls won most of the NBA’s individual honors this year 
but lost the NBA championship they want most? 

To advance to the Eastern Conference finals, they must win either Game 6 tonight in Atlanta or Game 7 
on Sunday in Chicago. The last thing they want is to lose tonight and end up having to win a crap shoot 
in a Game 7, even though it would be at the United Center. Anything still can happen. 

If not for what Hawks coach Larry Drew called a loss of composure in the fourth quarter Tuesday night 
at the UC, his Hawks could have parlayed a one-point lead to start the quarter into a tremendous 
comeback win after they’d been down 15 points earlier. Alas, the Bulls won 95-83.  

Of course, coaches traditionally blame a loss on at least one ‘‘if’’ or on something a team did bad rather 
than flat-out saying, ‘‘We just got our butts beat.’’ This way, they don’t encourage their players to 
believe the opponent is in total control of them and how they play. 

But when Bulls star guard Derrick Rose and reserve forward Taj Gibson caught fire Tuesday, with each 
scoring 11 points in the fourth, and a rotation primarily of reserves toughened defensively, the Hawks 
could only respond with 15 points in the quarter on 5-for-16 shooting with four turnovers. That doomed 
them to defeat. 

What must the Hawks do to win tonight? 

‘‘Energy and effort,’’ Drew said. ‘‘We have to come out and play like a desperate team. That being said, 
we still have to play composed. We have to make sure we don’t take possessions off. We have to play 
like our back is against the wall.’’ 

The same for the Bulls, especially on defense. 

‘‘Our defense has to win games,’’ Rose said. ‘‘We have to make everything tough [with] our offense. 
We have to go hard to the ball and make sure they’re not operating [with] space and make sure we 
communicate. If we come out and play . . . defense first, we can make things tough on them. We know 
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that it is going to be war going to Atlanta.’’ 

In Rose, the Bulls have the consummate floor general to lead their charge. 

Drew’s Hawks not only have to exercise better shot selection and not lose their composure, but they also 
must have star reserve guard Jamal Crawford, their leading scorer and the winner of last year’s NBA 
Sixth Man Award, regain his velvet groove.  

Since scoring 22 points to help the Hawks upset the Bulls 103-95 and negate their home-court advantage 
in Game 1, Crawford has totaled just 32 points on 11-for-37 shooting the last four games. 

Point guard Jeff Teague, who is replacing veteran starter Kirk Hinrich, has been the Hawks’ most 
consistent scoring guard. He has averaged 17 points on 55.7 percent field-goal shooting. What that tells 
me is that the Bulls should feel fortunate the Hawks are down 3-2 playing without Hinrich. 
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